Abstract. The authors derive an adaptive version of cubic convolution interpolation for the enlargement or reduction of digital images by arbitrary scaling factors. The adaptation is performed in each subblock (typically LϫL rectangular) of an image. It consists of three phases: two scaling procedures (i.e., forward and backward interpolation) and an optimization of the interpolation kernel. In the forward interpolation phase, from the sampled data with the original resolution, we generate scaled data with different (higher or lower) resolution. The backward interpolation produces new discrete data by applying another interpolation to the scaled one. The phases are based on a cubic convolution interpolation whose kernel is modified to adapt to local properties of the data. During the optimization phase, we modify the parameter values to decrease the disparity between the original data and those resulting from another interpolation on the different-resolution output of the forward interpolating phase. The overall process is repeated iteratively. We show experimental results that demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed interpolation method. The algorithm exhibits significant improvement in the minimization of information loss when compared with the conventional interpolation algorithms.
Introduction
Image interpolation has a wide range of application in image-processing systems to allow users to vary the size of images interactively, to concentrate on some detail, or to get a better overview. Image interpolation is also used in some coding schemes. 1 Other uses include geometrical transformations 2 and image registration, 3, 4 where it is necessary to resample the image to an undistorted or reference coordinate system.
Standard approaches fit the original discrete data with a continuous model and resample this function on a new sampling grid. 5 Following sampling theory, the original signal can be reconstructed perfectly from its samples by a convolution with the sinc function. But, since the sinc kernel decays too slowly at infinity, it is difficult to realize the function physically. Thus, different approximations, such as the bilinear, 2 bicubic, 6 cubic spline, 7 and high-order (Ͼ3) B-spline 5, 8 operators, have been proposed. The simplest approaches are the zero-order ͑nearest neighbor͒ and the first-order interpolations. 2 A more refined technique is the cubic B-spline interpolation method introduced by Hou and Andrews. 7 Because of its computational complexity, researchers have suggested various alternative cubic convolution techniques. 6, 9 In Refs. 10 and 8, Chen et al. have proposed generalized spline filters based on partial differential equations. Dodgson 11 derived a family of quadratic interpolation functions. In Ref. 12 , a fast algorithm for B-spline interpolation is proposed. These approaches are reasonably simple to implement, but they degrade the quality of the magnified image due to various artifacts, such as blocking artifacts and excessive smoothing. Those degradations become worse as the magnification ratio increases. And there also exists a trade-off between reducing blocking artifacts and excessive smoothness.
To obtain better quality of the scaled image, Park and Schowengerdt 9 adapted the parameters of the cubic convolutional interpolation to the frequency content of the specific image to be processed, and Ramponi 13 proposed a space-dependent technique by introducing the concept of warped distance. In Ref. 9 , because the frequency content is a global, and not a local, property of the data, the parameteric cubic convolution scheme is scarcely useful for adapting the kernel. To overcome this problem, in this paper an improved interpolation method is proposed by considering the local spatial properties of the original data. The optimization is performed on a parameter of the interpolation kernel in each subblock of the image to be processed. The proposed interpolation system provides more naturally resized images than the conventional ones. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the background information about the interpolation technique. In Sec. 3, we propose an optimization algorithm for a cubic convolution interpolation. Computer simulation results of the proposed algorithm are presented in Sec. 4 . A brief conclusion is given in Sec. 5.
Background
For equally spaced sampled data f (x k ), many interpolation functions can be written in the form
where f (x) is the corresponding interpolation function, ␤(x) is the interpolation kernel, and x and x k represent continuous and discrete values, respectively. Among the interpolation functions that can be characterized in this manner are cubic splines and linear interpolating functions. In Eq. ͑1͒, the x k 's are the interpolation nodes, and the c k 's are parameters that depend on the sampled data f (x k ). The interpolation kernel ␤(x) converts discrete data f (x k ) into continuous functions f (x) by an operation similar to convolution.
From the classical Shannon sampling theorem, if f (x) is bandlimited to (Ϫ,ϩ), then
where sinc͑x ͒ϭ sin x x ; ͑3͒
i.e., in Eq. ͑1͒, c k and ␤(x) are replaced with f (x k ) and sinc(x), respectively. For numerical computations, the ideal interpolation formula ͑2͒ is not practical, due to the slow rate of decay of the interpolation kernel sinc(x). An attractive alternative is a reconstruction by polynomial spline interpolation. The most practical approach is to estimate the value of each unknown pixel using a small set of its nearest neighbors. For example, in methods based on spline functions, the known data samples affect the value to be determined according to an inverse function of the distance.
Let f (x k ) be the available data, and f (x) be the value to be interpolated. We suppose that its nearest available neighbors are located at coordinates x k and x kϩ1 , and the spacing of the sampling grid be one for these data. We define the distances between x, x k , and x kϩ1 as follows:
where 0рsр1 and x k рxрx kϩ1 . A simple one of many algorithms that can be used to obtain the interpolated pixel
Another method, more complicated but significantly more effective, is the bicubic one. 7 The problem with this approach is that the slope discontinuity at the ends of the waveform leads to amplitude ripples in a reconstructed function. This problem can be eliminated by generating a cubic convolution function, 6, 14, 15 which forces the slope of the ends of the interpolation to have a fixed value. The cubic convolution interpolation function can be expressed in the following general form:
Rifman 14 and Bernstein 15 have set ␣ϭϪ1, which causes ␤(x) to have the same slope, Ϫ1, at xϭ1 as the sinc(x) function. Keys 6 has proposed setting ␣ϭϪ 1/2, which provides an interpolation function that approximates the original unsampled image to as high a degree as possible in the sense of a power-series expansion. Since ␤(x) in Eq. ͑7͒ is zero except in the interval (Ϫ2,2), substituting Eqs. ͑4͒ and ͑7͒ into Eq. ͑1͒ gives
where x k рxрx kϩ1 , sϭxϪx k , 0рsр1, and the interpolation functions coincide with the sampled data at the interpolation nodes, i.e., f (x k )ϭ f (x k ). Moreover, they can be used for interpolating by any factor ͑an integer, rational, or irrational number͒. On applying ␣ϭϪ 1/2, which Keys 6 has used, Eq. ͑8͒ becomes
͑9͒
The factor ␣ in Eq. ͑7͒ can be used as a tuning parameter to obtain a best visual interpolation. 9, 16 Park and Schowengerdt 9 had adapted the parameter ␣ of the interpolation algorithm to the frequency content of the specific image to be processed. But this frequency content is a global and not a local property of the data. To overcome this problem, we propose an adaptive interpolation algorithm, where the parameter ␣ of the kernel ␤(x) in Eq. ͑7͒ is modified in each subblock of a specific image.
The Optimized Cubic Convolution Interpolation
The capability to digitally interpolate images to different ͑higher or lower͒ resolution with good image quality is important in many applications. Using the basis kernel optimized to the local property of the sampled data is a critical factor in improving the quality of the scaled image. In this paper, we adapt the parameter ␣ to the properties of the sampled data in such a way that the interpolation using the selected value ␣* minimizes the information loss resulted from scaling of the data. The parameter is optimized to minimize the difference between the original data and reconstructed data that are obtained by another interpolation of different-resolution output of the interpolating phase and that have the original resolution. Since real data are not stationary, the optimizing of the parameter is performed in each subblock of the data to be processed. With these considerations in mind, we have developed a new cubic convolution method for image interpolation. Figure 1 shows the framework within which the parameter ␣ is optimized for each subblock, where the original data f (x k ) represent a subblock of the entire data. The algorithm consists of three phases: two cubic convolution interpolations and an optimization of the basis kernel ␤(x). We call the interpolation procedures forward scaling ͑using the scaling factor ␦͒ and backward scaling ͑using the scaling factor 1/␦͒, respectively. The forward scaling converts the discrete data f (x k ) into the scaled data f (y n ) having different resolution, and the backward scaling produces the new discrete data g(x k ) by applying another interpolation to the scaled data f (y n ). When ␦Ͼ1, the scaled data f (y n ) become an enlargement of the original data f (x k ) after forward interpolation ͑scaling͒.
An implicit assumption underlying the proposed algorithm is that both forward and backward interpolation use the same value for the parameter ␣ of Eq. ͑8͒ in a subblock, but they have different scaling factors ␦ and 1/␦, respectively. Thus, if the ideal interpolator is used, the procedures do not result in information loss, i.e., the generated data g(x k ) are equivalent to the original data f (x k ).
We iteratively compensate for the interpolation by feeding the reconstructed image back through backward scaling and using the disparity between the data g(x k ) and the original data f (x k ) to modify the parameter value ␣ on which the cubic convolution interpolation is based. In forward interpolation, the interpolated continuous function is calculated by using Eq. ͑8͒. The scaling is a procedure that resamples the continuous function f (x) with scaling factor ␦ as
When x k рy n рx kϩ1 , we have sϭy n Ϫx k , and Eq. ͑10͒ becomes
In the backward scaling scheme, the backward-interpolated continuous function ĝ (y) is represented as
where y n рyрy nϩ1 , tϭyϪy n , and 0рtр1. The sampling procedure is
where y n рx k рy nϩ1 and tϭx k Ϫy n . The quantity of information lost in the forward and backward scaling schemes is defined as
The problem can be stated as finding the parameter ␣ minimizing E(␣), i.e.,
A conventional steepest-descent algorithm 17, 18 gives the optimized parameter ␣* as ␣*ϭ␣ϩ⌬␣ ͑17͒
where the parameter ␣ increases along the direction of the negative gradient Ϫ ‫␣ץ/‪E‬ץ‬ (␣). The partial differential equation ͑15͒ produces
Since f (x k ) is a fixed pixel value of original resolution image, we have
and Eqs. ͑12͒ and ͑14͒ give 
‫ץ‬ ‫␣ץ‬
The updated ͑modified͒ parameter ␣* is used in forward and backward scaling of the next iteration. This iterative optimization is executed in each subblock of the entire data. The optimization algorithm based on this iterative procedure is summarized in Table 1 , where T denotes the number of subblocks in the entire data, and ␣ i is a parameter used in the i'th subblock. In each block, ␣ i is modified to minimize
where f i (x k ) and g i (x k ) are data in the i'th subblock B i of the original and the processed data, respectively. Then ␣ i increases by
where is a nonnegative value. In words, from the point ␣ i (iter) we search along the direction of the negative gradient →(␣ (iter) , Ϫ ‫␣ץ/‪E‬ץ‬ (␣ (iter) )), giving the initial point and direction of a line search. The transformation G is followed by the line search S:(␣ (iter) ,Ϫ ‫␣ץ/‪E‬ץ‬ (␣ (iter) ))→␣ (iterϩ1) . It is well known that S is closed if ‫␣ץ/‪E‬ץ‬ (␣ (iter) ) 0, and it is clear that G is continuous. 18 Therefore, A is closed. We define the solution set to be the points ␣ where ‫␣ץ/‪E‬ץ‬ (␣)ϭ0. Then E(␣) is a descent function for A, since for ‫␣ץ/‪E‬ץ‬ (␣) 0
͑25͒
Thus, if the sequence ͕␣ (iter) ͖ is bounded, it will have limit points and each of these is a solution. This algorithm is repeated until the relative change in ͚ i E i is sufficiently small. Hence, successive application of step 2, step 3, and step 4 results in a sequence of the parameter values ␣ i for which the corresponding ͚ i E i form a strictly decreasing sequence of positive numbers. The algorithm converges to a locally optimal solution due to the restriction that the parameter values are searched only in the direction of the gradient of ͚ i E i in each iteration.
Simulation Results
Computer simulations using real images were performed to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm. Applying the proposed scheme to multidimensional data, such as gray levels of an image, is straightforward. The interpolation filter can be applied along each axis separately ͑first along the rows and then along the columns͒. In the optimization of interpolater, the image to be scaled is first divided into disjoint ͑typically LϫL rectangular͒ blocks containing LϫL pixels. The pixels within the i'th block are denoted as f i (x k ) in Table 1 and are scaled through rowwise and columnwise interpolations with the parameter ␣* optimized for the block.
The first simulation is quantitative, and the test images are several gray images ''Lena,'' ''F16,'' ''Baboon,'' and ''Pcback,'' where ''Pcback'' has high-frequency components as shown in Fig. 2 . In order to have an objective evaluation of the proposed scheme, we show an enlargement simulation. The test images are low-pass filtered and decimated to the ͑0.7 times͒ reduced images by using bilinear interpolation. Then, interpolations by a factor ␦ ϭ1/0.7 in the row and column directions are used to return to the original size by several techniques. The bilinear, 2 quadrature polynomial, 19 B-spline, 8 and cubic convolution 6 interpolations and the proposed algorithm are used in this experiment. We have also performed a simulation of parameteric cubic convolution based on Eq. ͑8͒ to show the Table 1 Optimization of cubic convolution interpolator.
Optimization of ␣ Step 1.
Initialize ␣ i , iterϭ1, and E i (0) ϭϱ, 1рiрT.
Step 2. Construct the scaled data fˆi(y n ) by Eq. (10), 1рiрT.
Step 3.
Construct the data g i (x k ) by Eq. (13), 1рiрT. Step 4.
Calculate ⌬␣ i by Eq. (24), 1рiрT.
Step 5. ␣ i *ϭ␣ i ϩ⌬␣ i , 1рiрT.
Step 6. If (͚ i E i (iterϪ1) Ϫ ͚ i E i (iter) )/͚ i E i (iterϪ1) Ͼ⑀, then replace ␣ i with ␣ i * , 1рiрT, iterϭiterϩ1, and go to step 2.
Step 7.
Stop.
effect of the parameter ␣. The PSNRs of the reconstructed images are evaluated with respect to the original image.
The results are presented in Table 2 . It can be observed that better results are achieved by the proposed method than by other conventional schemes. As shown in the results, the performance of the cubic convolution scaler varies on the value of ␣. Furhermore the PSNR increases as the subblock size L decreases. This means that the proposed scheme becomes more effective as the block size decreases. For another simulation to show the performance, we checked the quantity of information loss resulted from several consecutive scaling procedures. We report an experiment that consists of consecutive reduction and enlargement. In the simulation, the test images are low-pass filtered and decimated to the scaled image with ␦ϭ0.7 by various schemes ͑bilinear, quadrature polynomial, B-spline, and cubic convolution͒. Then, the enlargement by a factor of ␦ϭ1/0.7 is used to return to the original size, and the PSNR is evaluated with respect to the original image. All the results are presented in Table 3 , where the favorable effects of the proposed technique can be easily seen in all cases. The proposed interpolater outperforms the conventional schemes in all cases.
To permit a qualitative evaluation of the proposed method, the results of conventional schemes and the proposed method for an enlargement test (␦ϭ4.3) are compared in Figs. 3-6 . The original image is a partial region of well-known ''Baboon'' image. As shown in these figures, the B-spline and the proposed scheme perform better with respect to subjective image quality than other methods. The performance of the proposed scheme is almost the same as that of the B-spline. And the enlarged images resulting from bilinear and quadrature polynomial schemes have more-blurred edges than the scaled image from the proposed scheme.
Concluding Remarks
Conventional interpolation schemes are widely used as a compromise approximation to the ideal sinc(x) function. But, as we demonstrate, the performance of the interpolation can be improved by optimizing the basis kernel. In this paper, we have proposed an iterative procedure to optimize a kernel of cubic convolution interpolation. The proposed algorithm consists of forward and backward interpolation and an optimization of the interpolation kernel. The optimization of the parameter ␣ is performed to minimize the difference between the original data and those generated after both forward and backward scalers are applied. We show that the proposed interpolation scheme outperforms several conventional algorithms in computer simulations where the interpolation using the selected ␣* minimizes the information loss resulted from scaling of the data. It was observed that the gain of the proposed scheme in- 
